Our journey here on Earth is to gain wisdom and knowledge, therefore, I would like to acknowledge and
give my gratitude to the many teachers who I have learned from regarding symbolism, numerology, colors,
and other text. Without their knowledge and wisdom, none of this would be possible.

Recently I was led to a place called Lone Wolf Mountain in Colorado City, Texas and this is where my journey
began.
My ancestors believed that the animal spirits are here to guide and relay life’s lessons that assist humans in
their search for unity with all of our relatives. From the teachings of nature, it is to nature we will return.


WOLF: Is one of the most misunderstood animals due to in reality they are very social creatures. To
understand them, one must take a look at their HEART, which symbolizes a high sense of loyalty,
strength, and guardianship. The wolf teaches us to act from the heart and to trust our own inner
instincts.
 *Credit to: www.whats-your-sign.com

There was Indian Chief’s profile in the rocks at Lone Wolf Mountain.
HEADDRESS: A chief’s headdress is symbolic of protection.
Roland had also seen a rock that appeared to be an image of a catfish.


CATFISH: Brings a message of a person being a good communicator, who has an affinity of the spoken
word, as well as the written word. Someone who knows how to make the best of any situation, seizing
opportunity as it presents itself while navigating through their own emotional waters.
 *Credit to: www.whats-your-sign.com

I wasn’t sure of the type of hard rock Lone Wolf Mountain was made of, but it was of interest due to the
mountain laid alone in the middle of desert flat land. I have received messages regarding a meteorite and
since this trip a meteorite was spotted over Texas.
I was then referred to the HEART of West Texas Museum where the curator gave us a private tour. A
synchronicity appears here regarding the word heart (the HEART of the wolf & the HEART museum).


HEART: Symbolizes truth. The heart symbol evolved from the upside-down triangle which is symbolic
of the divine feminine which represents Mother Earth. Understanding of the divine feminine can only
be found in the ancient teachings. In Christian heritage, the name “Sophia” is a Greek word for
WISDOM. The Old Testament uses the Hebrew word “chokma”, where it is often celebrated in
Proverbs (a Book of Wisdom), Chapters 1-9. Another Book of Wisdom known as the Book of Solomon
refers to earth as a messenger of wisdom. Wisdom is there personified in female form and is praised in
exalted terms:
 *Credit to: www.whats-your-sign.com
 Proverbs 3:18: “She is a tree of life.”
 Proverbs 8:19: “And her fruit is better than gold.”
 Proverbs 1:20-23, 8:1-6: “Wisdom cries out in the streets, especially encouraging the simple
and scoffers to gain deeper understanding.”
 Proverbs 1: 24-27: “Nonetheless, most people reject her.”
 Proverbs 8:30: “I have been established from everlasting, she sings, from the beginning, before
there was ever an earth. When God created, I was beside him as a master craftsman; and I was
daily his delight, rejoicing always before him.” (Showing WISDOM has a cosmic role)

 *Credit to: www.biblestudytools.com
SO LET US RECAP:
The beginning of the message is for me personally. As a “lone wolf”, I am to be of service and to be an
instrument of the Creator to communicate a message of “truth” regarding Mother Earth; to use the
written and spoken word. Our journey here on Earth is to gain knowledge and wisdom. Earth is an
expression of love from our Creator. It is in nature one can receive guidance and healing from the Great
Spirit. It is all of duty of human kind to protect this beautiful gift.
At the museum, I learned of the seven artesian wells that once existed, but had been engulfed by the
damming of Champion Creek by Texas Utility.




WATER: Symbolizes purity and fertility, as well as, emotions. It is often viewed as the source of life
itself. Water is also associated with birth and is considered an aspect of wisdom. Hopi prophecy speaks
of a purification of humanity that refers to water.
 *Credit to: www.whats-your-sign.com
 *Credit to: The Book of Hopi Prophecy
NUMEROLOGY OF 7: The number of the realm of divine energy; which is often referred to as God’s
number regarding prophecy. When a person is in alignment with the number seven their intuitive
feelings are strong and they will be guided to the best choice.
 SEVEN = GOD = PROPHECY = INTUITIVE

The next display was of ancient fossils found in the area of the artesian wells.




BISON: Created from ancient legend, the bison is symbolic of sacred life and abundance. It reminds us
we are always provided for and that our attitude towards abundance influences the rest of the planet.
The bison reminds us of the greater good of the whole.
 *Credit to: www.whats-your-sign.com
MASTODON: The ancient elephant symbolizes strength. Elephants remember all grazing lands &
watering holes, as well as specific threats from predators. Its own memory is a special gift, as it
remembers places and events to determine whether someone is an ally or enemy. The elephant
teaches us the gift of pondering and patience, which makes it easier to handle situations in a peaceful
manner.
 *Credit to: www.whats-your-sign.com

LET’S RECAP:
The next part of the message is in regards to water, for we are all children in the symbiotic womb of Mother
Earth. Her body and the human body are interconnected. When the human body does not get enough water
to flush the system it becomes toxic. Mother Earth’s body is no different. All animals are sacred, but in
many traditions the Bison brings a sign of prophecy being fulfilled. Native prophecy states that when the
water flows it is symbolic of the purification of humanity. Another part of the message is an alert to an
imbalance that is affecting the entire planet and putting all life at risk. The number seven is guiding me to
go into meditation and prayer in order to connect to my highest intuitive state in order to handle this matter
in a peaceful manner. The message from the ancient Mastodon is reminding me to have patience and
ponder on something of the past.
At the library, I saw a lot of historical documents referring to Colorado and Pikes Peak which really caught my
attention. On the road trip to Colorado City I saw a sign on the side of a pickup that had a large lightning bolt,
an electrical pole, and the name “Pikes Electric”. This is what I refer to as messages coming full-circle.










COLOR RED: In Spanish, Colorado means RED, which symbolizes wrath, rage, war, danger, stress, and
is the color of blood. Also signifies aggression or warnings like a stop sign. It is symbolic of love and
romance and passion. Historical maps show that modern day Colorado was part of the lands of Texas.
PIKE: Is the tip of a spear which symbolizes to run through something.
 Wikipedia
PEAK: Symbolizes a highest point – in this case, a peak within a specified time frame.
LIGHTNING BOLT: In Native pictograph sites, a lightning bolt is descriptive of meteorites. The spiritual
realm recently led me to research Norse mythology where lightning is considered to be a divine
weapon. The most familiar thunderbolts in mythology were manufactured by the Cyclops; who are the
children of Gaia. In Greek Mythology, Gaia is a reference to Mother Earth. She joined union with
Uranus and gave birth to the first race of Gods, Titans, and humans. In the Old Testament of the Bible,
Cyclops, are referred to as GIANTS. Gaia then joined union with Pontus and bore the primordial sea
Gods.
 Wikipedia
METEORITES: In ancient times meteorites were associated with the Gods and religion. The pieces that
made it to Earth were considered as gifts from the angels while other thought it was the gods
displaying their anger. They were nicknamed “thunder stones”.
Native legend refers to the cyclops as “thunder beings”, who are the bringers of “lightning and fire”.
 GAIA = MOTHER EARTH = URANUS = FATHER SKY = GODS = TITANS = GIANTS = THUNDER
BEINGS = METEORITES = LIGHTNING & FIRE
 GAIA = MOTHER EARTH = OURANOS = THE SEA = PRIMORDIAL GODS = CHAOS = CHRONOS =
ANNANAKI
 Credit to: www.crystalinks.com

Here we must take a look at the color of red regarding blood.







BLOOD: Is symbolic of a bloodline, the Book of Enoch, was removed from the bible by the Catholic
Church. It states that in order to survive these end times one must have one drop of our Creator’s
blood.
PHALLUS (PENIS): Ancient statues of a giant erect phallus, represents the biblical Tribe of Dan. In old
Irish, tooth means “people, tribe, nation”, de is genitive case of dia, “god, goddess, supernatural being,
object of worship”; Dannan is thought to be derived from Danu or Anu who is a land goddess. The Irish
saw the actual landscape as the contours of the land goddess’ body. Danu is also a water goddess
which is of Celtic origin.
 TUATH = DAN = TRIBE = DE = GOD = SUPERNATURAL BEING
 DANNAN = DANU = LAND = GODDESS = EARTH = WATER
 *Credit to: Kay MacCormack (Becoming A Shining One)
 Credit to: Wikipedia
In Irish Gaelic “Dana” derives from Dan which represents “art, poetry, gift, skill, fate, and destiny”. The
Tuartha de Danann are seen as the “gifted ones” as well as the “shining ones” who taught many arts of
poetry, farming, healing, and animal husbandry. We can also find reference to the “shining ones” or
the “Illuminated” in the ancient Templar teachings that refer to this state of being as the “Holy Grail”.
 TUARTHA DE DANANN = GIFTED ONES = SHINING ONES = TEMPLAR = ILLUMINATED = HOLY
GRAIL
 *Credit to: Kay MacCormack (Becoming A Shining One)
Apollo, the Sun God of Greek mythology is referred to as the God of poetry, music, healing, and plague.
In Christianity the Sun is symbolic of Christ. In ancient Egypt it is symbolic of Horus, the God of the
underworld. The Hebrew term Abaddon and its Greek equivalent Apollyon, appears in the bible as
both a destroyer by the two names “Hades and Lucifer”.





 SUN = GOD = APOLLO = CHRIST = HORUS = ABADDON = APOLLYON = HADES = LUCIFER
 Credit to: Wikipedia
SUN: In Christianity, the Sun is the house of Archangel Michael and Gabriel lives within the moon, and
is symbolic of Christ-like attributes. In ancient Egypt, the Sun is associated with Horus representing the
rising sun, Osiris the setting Sun, and Ra presents the Sun’s zenith. In Hindu mythology the Sun is the
eye of Varuna, and is also considered the “divine rejuvenator”.
 Philippians 3:21: “By the power that enables [energizes] him to bring everything under his
control, will transform our lowly bodies so that they will be like his glorious body.
 APOLLO = RISING SUN = HORUS
 ZEUS = SETTING SUN = OSIRIS
 ODIN = SUN’S ZENITH = RA
 *Credit to: www.whats-your-sign.com
EAGLE: The Wisdom Book of Psalms refers to the Creator as an eagle. The eagle is symbolic of freedom
with powerful timing, victory, and spiritual quest. In ancient native teachings, the eagle is referred to as
“Tatanka”, the native tongue for Thunderbird. It is considered sacred and symbolizes creation,
destruction, and divides the heavens and earth. The Thunderbird is the Creator, Destroyer, and
Controller of nature, the bringer of all life-giving waters.
 GOD = CREATOR = DESTROYER = CONTROLLER OF NATURE = WATER
 SUN = GOD = APOLLO = CHRIST = CREATOR = HEAVEN = ABADDON = APOLLYON = LUCIFER =
DESTROYER = HADES = FIRE = PIT = CONTROLLER OF NATURE = WATER
 *Credit to: www.whats-your-sign.com

Since we have discussed the symbolism of blood and the phallus, we must now take a look at the symbolism of
the sperm.


SPERM: Is symbolic of self-expression, power and potency. It also symbolizes love and to take care of
one’s family. To bring fertility to the earth in order to bring life-supporting vegetation. It represents a
similarity and parallel to each other. Therefore, it tells us that the Creator has reincarnated here to
have an experience of self-expression, as well as, expressing himself to the world.
 GOD = APOLLO = CREATOR = ABUNDANCE = LIGHT = SATAN = DESTROYER = PLAGUE =
DARKNESS = CONTROLER = LIFE EXPERIENCE = NEUTRAL = DUALITY = ONESS OF ALL
CREATION.
 SHADOW = DYSTOPIA = DARKNESS = DEADLY SINS = HELL HERE ON EARTH
 LIGHT = REAL = UTOPIA = FRUITES OF THE SPIRIT = HEAVEN HERE ON EARTH
 GOD = APOLLO = CREATOR = DESTROYER = CONTROLLER = LIGHTNING = THUNDER BEINGS =
CHARIOTS OF FIRE = HUMANITY = FINAL BATTLE = GOOD VS. EVIL
 *Credit to: www.whats-your-sign.com

RECAP:
This part of the message is a warning in regards to the water that something is about to peak in a specified
time frame. This message includes the children of Mother Earth known as the Giants or what legend refers
to as the Thunder Beings. God is the Creator, Destroyer, and Controller of Nature and his wrath is being
placed upon humanity. The message reflects that the Judgement Day is upon us as well as the Final Battle.
It is at this point I must ponder, like the elephant, on something of the past, due to history works in circular
patterns and has a way of repeating itself. The spiritual realm led me to research Norse Mythology, now
things are beginning to really come full circle now.












In Norse Mythology, Odin is the chief divinity. He is called “Alfadir”, which means “All Father”. Odin
was a one-eyed, wolf and raven-flanked God who pursued knowledge throughout the worlds. His spear
represents lightning. In Greek mythology, thunderbolts were the gift given to Zeus by the cyclops. Zeus
is the father of Apollo.
 ODIN = GOD OF ALL GODS = ONE EYED = GIANT = WOLF = RAVEN = PROPHECY = SPEAR =
RULER = VALHALLA = NINE WORLDS
 ODIN = ZEUS = GOD = SON = LOKI = APOLLO = ADAM = CHRIST = LORD
 *Credit to: Wikipedia
ONE-EYE: Ancient statues of the cyclops portray them as normal looking men but with an eye in the
center of the forehead. I believe this to be symbolic of what is referred to by Natives as the “spiriteye” or the Buddhist who refer to it as the “third-eye”. This is where a person can see with their minds
eye into the spiritual realm. Someone who is an intuitive and receives visions; one who can see the
past, present, and future.
While at the library doing research on the cyclops, I put the question out to the universe asking…” how
tall are the giants”? I looked down at a trashcan that had a single piece of paper in it with the words
written “9 feet tall”. We must now take a look at the nine. (Yes, we do have the ability to put questions
out to the universe and receive answers. This is referred to as tapping into universal knowledge.)
NUMEROLOGY OF 9: Is the spiritual doorway or what might be referred to as a portal. An awakening
of the higher self to the alignment of all that is, was and ever will be. It opens one to their soul’s
purpose with a higher calling in order to fulfill their destiny.
Hopi prophecy states that humanity will know a “wheel of life” has been completed when humanity
sees Mother Earth acting with a fury, which is evident by erratic weather and natural cataclysms taking
place today. The wheel is also symbolic of the “X” and the elements of earth – wind, air, fire, water.
 WHEEL = ELEMENTS OF EARTH = X = 10 = YAHWEH
 *Credit to: The Book of Hopi Prophecy
LAWS OF NATURE: Mother Earth is the “judiciary” of the laws of nature. Natural law instructs us to
live in balance, which is defined as every living thing possessing equal and proportionate station;
otherwise all will FALL. We are to abide by these Laws of Nature and by the Creator who created this
nature.

In creation we are all born from a womb, which is of feminine energy and born from the seed of man which is
masculine energy. To understand the next bit of information, one must take on the mindset that all energy is
connected.
 Romans 8:22: “From the beginning to now the entire creation has been groaning in one great
act of giving birth (Creation).
 MOON = SEA = PUSH = DARKNESS = NEGATIVE = FEMININE ENERGY = MOTHER
 SUN = LAND = PULL = POSITIVE = POSITIVE = MASCULINE ENERGY = FATHER
 *Credit to: www.whats-your-sign.com
 *Credit to: www.biblestudytools.com
This is in relation to triangles. Currently the feminine is the upside down triangle with the masculine being the
upright triangle. Esoteric teachings tell us that all must walk upon Mother Earth in “balance”. This relates to
each of our masculine and feminine energies that we must balance within each of ourselves. Aristotle referred
to this as “Unity Balance”, all that is.
 EGO / MASCULINE / STRENGTH = HUMILITY / FEMININE / NURTERER = BALANCE
 BLACK / DARK / NEGATIVE = WHITE / LIGHT / POSITIVE = GRAY / NEUTRAL
 *Credit to: www.whats-your-sign.com




Norse mythology also speaks of the vast chasm that existed within the Niflheim (Land of Mist) &
Muspelheim (Fire Giants) before creation, which also gives the following symbolism in comparison with
biblical scriptures:
 NIFLHEIM = NEPHILIM = EARTH
 MUSPELHEIM = GIANTS = CHARIOTS OF FIRE
 RAGNAROK = ARMAGEDDON
 FINAL BATTLE = GOOD VS. EVIL= LIGHT & DARK (When BALANCE will be restored and a new
era of peace begins).
 *Credit to: Wikipedia

I know this is a lot of information to absorb, but I must proceed in order to fulfill the mission. I was then
invited to attend an erection of a Shaman statue that was created by a local artist. The Shaman had symbols of
a deer head, a black raven, and five circle shaped bands on his arms, a lance, and a turtle in a circle on a rattle,
an element wheel, and a spiral. The deer head is symbolic of the “Great Spirit”, a sign of the sun and the
antlers spread like the rays of the sun. The deer symbolizes unconditional love and kindness.














SHAMAN: A “true” Shamans journey begins when one walks away from their “old” (skin) life of
materialism in order to begin a “new” life free of idolatry. This is symbolic of the ceremonial skin
shedding ritual of the snake.
 Mathew 6:19-21: “Do not lay up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust
destroy and where thieves break in and steal, but lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven,
where neither moth nor rust destroys and where thieves do not break in and steal. For where
your treasure is, there your heart will be also.
 *Credit to: www.biblestudytools.com
DEER: The deer head is symbolic of the “Great Spirit”, a sign of the sun and the antlers spread like the
rays of the sun. The deer symbolizes unconditional love and kindness. It is also symbolic of the HEART,
to turn a heart of stone into a heart of flesh. Indian prophecy states that we will all be judged by the
condition of our hearts.
NUMEROLOGY OF 3: With that being a synchronicity of the third HEART, we must take a look at the
meaning of number three. It is the number that brings a movement of magical energies, in a spinning
vortex. Ancient Hebrew tribes used the term of mind, body, and spirit coming together to bring a
higher state of awareness. You can find the same symbolism in the Celtic cross that has a circle around
it which is symbolic of the HEART space. When one learns to operate from the heart space, the “true”
spirit comes through.
RAVEN: In Greek mythology the raven is associated with Apollo, the god of prophecy. They were God’s
messengers in the mortal world. The raven is magical and gives the courage to enter the darkness of
the “Great Void”. The void is called the “Great Mystery”, the place where the Great Spirit lives. Raven
guides the magic healing and the change in consciousness that will bring about a new reality and dispel
dis-ease or illness. It is a "rite of passage" that has been earned to see and experience a little more of
life's magic.
COLOR OF BLACK: Is associated with power, formality, death, evil, and mystery. Black is associated
with fear of the mysterious unknown, such as black holes.
 *Credit to: www.bourncreative.com
PLAGUE: In the ancient native teachings, dis-ease is created when we are out of balance due to
negative emotional thoughts which allows disease and illness to manifest into the physical body.
Apollo, is the God of plague, as well as the God of healing.
GREAT VOID: To Natives, the circle bands represent the “Great Void”. A place where we meditate to
quiet the mind in order to receive messages from the Creator. Plato referred to this as the 5 th element











of earth. The five circle bands of the Shaman represent that there are several Shaman’s co-creating
into manifestation with the spiritual realm.
NUMEROLOGY OF 5: The number of manifestation including the elements of earth, air, wind, fire, and
the void. The number five is symbolic of freedom and the ability to pursue what fills your heart with joy
and bliss.
LANCE: In many ancient societies, the lance was a weapon of war and hunting. Feathers were used to
ornate the lance. The pike of the weapon was usually made of metal. The spear later turned into the
lance. While in the great void, the Creator communicated to me that feathers are symbolic of crimes
committed against humanity.
TURTLE / CIRCLE: A turtle rattle which had a circle around it symbolizes a winter solstice. A turtle is
symbolic of motherhood and creation. Its shell represents the heavens, the body represents earth, and
it’s under shell represents the underworld.
 *Credit to: www.whats-your-sign.com
WHEEL: An element WHEEL symbolizes the 4 elements of earth, air, wind, and fire. It is also associated
with an “X”. An “X” = 10, which is the number of Yahweh. 1’s and 0’s are the binary codes of creation.
“X” also marks a spot on a map.
 WHEEL = ELEMENTS OF EARTH = X = 10 = BINARY CODES OF CREATION = YAHWEH = X =
MARKS A SPOT ON A MAP
SPIRAL: The spiral is symbolic of the galaxy. It is a symbol that can be found on a sea shell. It slowly
reveals things that are hidden. It is also symbolic of the womb, female energy, and fertility. Evolution
of the universe. Hopi prophecy states that we came here to have an experience as an “animal”, but
once the “wheel of life” is complete, humanity must evolve to higher spiritual beings.
 *Credit to: www.whats-your-sign.com

One of the owners of the statue commented on how she hoped two owls on the property would stay off the
shaman.


OWL: I told her that in ancient teachings that a pair of Owls is symbolic of a curse and that sickness
would follow. But at the same time the Owl by itself represents wisdom. The Owl is considered the
“night eagle” that sits in the east and is illuminated.

RECAP:
The role of the Shaman today will be to fulfill prophecy. The Shaman is symbolic of prophecy that states
Yahweh, being the Chief Shaman will walk among his children once again. It also reveals that judgement is
upon us and we will all be judged by the conditions of our hearts. Biblical prophecy states he will turn our
hearts’ of stone to hearts of flesh as well as remove all idolatries. The ancient plagues will be released, for
he is the God of plague and of healing. Biblical Scripture says that one must walk in the supernatural with
the Creator. Prophecy represents war as a means of protecting one’s family Native Hopi prophecy states
that we will know a “Wheel of Life” which is represented by an X, has been completed when we see Mother
Earth acting with a fury. It states that humanity must evolve to become higher spiritual beings or otherwise
they will not survive. The circle bands of the Shaman represent that there are many co-creations taking
place at this time, a representation of several shamans being here at this time. Hopi prophecy states that
humans came to earth to have an experience as an “animal”. Once the “wheel of life” is complete, humanity
must evolve to higher spiritual beings of love and compassion or otherwise they will not survive these end
times. To receive the gifts of heaven, one must fulfill their soul’s purpose and destiny. There are Shamans
here who walk in the supernatural with the Creator, who are pioneers of co-creating a new reality for
humanity. It is a duty and honor to be of service to others by teaching the ancient esoteric teachings of our
ancestors. Shamanism is a spiritual practice and an encompassing way of life that alters one’s state of
consciousness in order to experience the ONENESS of all creation.

I was then led to the Scurry County Museum located in Snyder, TX. It was there that things began to get even
more interesting.











MILITIA: One of the displays was in reference to the 38th Infantry of the National Guard. Today in
Texas, the National Guard is actually the states’ militia. The militias’ sole purpose is to protect the
people against governments and elected officials who commit treason and tyranny and treason. The
number 38 broken down to its least common denominator equals the number two, therefore
representing another synchronicity.
 38 = 3 + 8 = 11 = 1 + 1 = 2
ARMIES: The Greek word “Sabaoth” is translated from the Hebrew for “tsebjaoth” meaning “host”
which means “armies” in Romans 9:29, James 5:14. The scriptures designate Jehovah as:
 God of the armies of the stars.
 God of the armies on earth.
 God of the unseen angels.
 *Credit to: www.biblestudytools.com
NUMEROLOGY OF 2: It is the number of union and partnership. The two suggests that all
manifestation requires co-creation and nothing is created by self alone. The multiple synchronicities of
the number two reflect the many co-creations taking place at this time.
The emblem for the 38th Infantry was an arrowhead with the letter T in the center. An arrow is
symbolic of hitting the mark, which is also the symbol of Apollo, the god of the Sun, who is also known
as the God of Archery. The letter “T” in Greek represents the “tau” that signifies energy above ground
is consolidating energy below the ground. In Phoenician it signifies a “wheel”, once again revealing
another synchronicity.
In the same display case, I saw a wooden clog shoe that had the infantry symbol of the arrowhead and
the letter T painted on its side as well, the word France. I had to ponder on this like the elephant for I
knew I had seen this symbol before. In French the shoe is referred to as a “shabot” which translated in
French means saboteur or known as “sabotage”. I also remembered an article I had read over a year
ago about a military training drill called “jade helm” which had the symbols of arrows and a wooden
clog shoe in the symbol. The repeat symbolism of the bison and ancient elephant appeared a second
time as well.
 Credit to: www.Dahboo77.com
I then viewed a model of a plateau that had been undergoing deep well fracking injections. The display
stated that the operation had been in effect for many years. This is where things come FULL CIRCLE
like a wheel.

RECAP:
There is an act of sabotage taking place regarding the water. An act that will create a catastrophic event
requiring martial law to be enacted. These are self-serving takers who are creating an imbalance and
putting all of earth at risk. Our Chief Divinity has declared war and will drive his mighty spear through the
plans of the evil. His divinely appointed supernatural “thunder beings’ have come through a portal and are
being called to honorable duty with their divine weapons known as ‘lightning bolts”. Their mighty “chariots
of fire” are here for the final battle of good vs. evil. The message reveals that Yahweh will be here to walk
among his children once again.
 James 2:20: “The power anointing is given to help other people in a supernatural way and in
the process reveal God’s heart and nature to them.
 Ephesians 3:20: “Now to him who is able to do immeasurably more than all we ask or imagine,
according to his power that is at work [energizing] within us.

 Psalms 94:23: “He has brought back their wickedness upon them and will destroy them in their
evil; The LORD our God will destroy them.”
 Psalms 28:5: “Because they do not regard the works of the LORD nor the deeds of His hands,
He will tear them down and not build them up.”
 Psalms 73:19: “How they are destroyed in a moment! They are utterly swept away by sudden
terrors!”
 Psalms 92:7: “That when the wicked sprouted up like grass and all who did iniquity flourished,
it was only that they might be destroyed forevermore.
 Proverbs 10:29: “The way of the LORD is a stronghold to the upright, but ruin to the workers of
iniquity.”
 Ezekiel 13:14: “So I will tear down the wall which you plastered over with whitewash and bring
it down to the ground, so that its foundation is laid bare; and when it falls, you will be
consumed in its midst And you will know that I am the LORD.”
 Hosea 7:13: “Woe to them, for they have strayed from me! Destruction is theirs, for they have
rebelled against me! I would redeem them, but they speak lies against me.
 2 Peter 3:7: “But by His word the present heavens and earth are being reserved for fire, kept
for the day of judgement and destruction of ungodly men.
 *Credit to: www.biblestudytools.com
PROCEED WITH THE JOURNEY:
The next display at the museum was a large photo of Quanah Parker, a war leader of the Comanche. It was
there that I discovered that Quanah Parker had visited Texas. Around town I had seen a very large
“arrowhead” signifying the Quanah Parker trail.




ARROWHEAD: The arrowhead is symbolic of hitting the mark and the head represents the peak that is
to drive through something. Please note the second synchronicity of the arrow and the number two.
NUMEROLOGY OF 1: The arrow symbolizes the number one which is a strong assertive symbol of
individuality and the beginning of self-discovery and self-empowerment.
It was there that I learned of Quanah’s mother Cynthia Ann Parker. She had been kidnapped as a child
and was adopted into the Nokoni band of the Comanche tibe. She was the foster daughter of Tabbynocca. As assimilated into the tribe she married Chief Peta Nocona the “Lone Wanderer”. Her first child
was Quanah. In ancient native teachings, adoption and marriage made a person a member of the tribe.
It is this message that takes me back to pictograph sight at Painted Rock that tells the story of the
“Twelve Tribes” reuniting. This will be Part 2 of this message that I will be releasing soon.
 *Credit to: www.tshaonline.org

Since I returned from Colorado City I have repeatedly seen the symbolism of the Fire Department seal. One
message that spoke to me the most was fireman’s t-shirt of the fire department emblem that included a
ladder, water nozzle, gorilla, and the words “beast of the east”. The symbolism represents the following:






FIRE: The element of Fire has great power for forging will and determination.
FIRE DEPT. EMBLEM: The emblem of the Fire Department is the “Maltese cross” which symbolizes
protection and a badge of honor.
LADDER: The ladder represents building elevations.
NOZZLE: A water nozzle represents a pressurized source.
GORILLA: Is symbolic of loyalty, leadership, compassion, and accountability. The gorilla teaches us of
our responsibilities. Gorillas’ are intimately aware of every member of their tribe, paying close
attention to the young, as well as, the elders.
 *Credit to: www.whats-your-sign.com



EAST: Is symbolic of the “rising sun”, once again an association with Apollo, the god of the sun. The
Indians started each new day with gratitude for the “rising sun” bringing in the new day.
 *Credit to: www.whats-your-sign.com
 *Credit to: www.oraclereport.com

FINAL RECAP:
It is a time of “tough love” lessons for us all from our Creator, for hard times are upon us all. If we truly
want this world to change, we first must all allow change to begin within each of us. It is a time to RISE UP &
STAND UP and take responsibility and lead by example for the future generations of Earth. In order that we
may teach the children to learn from our past mistakes to ensure history never repeats itself. For this will be
true WISDOM.

